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for Authority to Construct a Highway 1 
Underpass at the Crossing of the 
Southern Pacific Transportation 
Company Tracks at Imperial Highway 
in the City of Norwalk, Cal1fOrnia.J 

Application No. 54383 
(Filed October 11, 1973) 

Frederick A. ROO!J and Gary P. Dysart, 
for City of NOrwalk, applicant. 

William E. Still, Attorney at Law, 
for Southern Pacific Transportation 
Company, respondent. 

O. J. Solander, Attorney at Law, for 
California Department of 
Transportation, interested party. 

Albert A. Arellano E Jr., for the 
C-ommiSslon seal • 

OPINION .... __ ~~ ..... tIiIIIMIt 

This is an application by the c~ty of Norwalk (City) for a 
g:ade separation of Imperial Highway under the Southern Pacific 
l":ansportation Company (SP) trac:ks at grade crossing No. BK-498.0 in 

the city of Norwalk. !he existing grade crossing and flashing light 
Signal will oe eliminated upon completion of the underpass project. 
Imperial Highway is on the County Master Plan of major highways. A 

temporary shoo-fly track and detour road must be constructed during 
the building of the grade separation. It will be protected by 
flashing light Signals during the ~sti~ated period of construction 
of one year. The project will co~ply with all Publie Utilities 
Commission (PUC) requirements. 
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The purpose of the grade separation is to remove tbe exist
ing safety hazard and alleviate vehicular delay to The tracks will be 

raised three feet over present grade and the roadway will be depressed 
22 feet under grade. SF now has a lOO-foot wide right-of-way. The 

proposed bridge is approxtmately 160 feet long and 28 feet wide. This 
includes a maintenance roadway width of about ten feet which was 
1~luded at the request of SP, and which would not otherwise have been 
included. The City estfmates the total project cost at about 
$2,200,000 of which $150,000 to $200,000 1s to provide for the extra 
width for railroad maintenance purposes. (The witness for the 
California Department of Transportation (DOT) estimated the additional 
cost of the extra wid~h at $230,000.) If the additional width for the 
maintenance roadway is not provided on the bridge, the City would be 

required to expend an undetermined sum for a permanent easement for & 

portion of an alternate maintenance access route for the railroad. 
the City cannot alone afford the "entire cost of this additional width 
and agrees with DOT that this maintenance roadway is unnecessary to . 
make the grade separation operable. Both DOT and City have suggested 
circuitous alternate access routes using city streets. 1Dcludtag an 
ucguarded crossing at heavily travelled Imperial Highway, for the Sp's 
maintenance equipment. Presently this equipment need not traverse 
city streets, but if it were req~ired to the railroad asserts it would 
create delay and safety hazards for its crews an~ possibly its trains, 
as well asadditional expense. The City states that its project design 
is intended to take care of its future vehicular ~raffic needs and the 
f~ture traffic and maintenance needs of SP. 
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DOT contends, and SP admits, that planking could be placed 
on tracks to allow off-track maintenance vehicles, as well as trains, 
to use the bridge without a maintenance roadway. DOT pulled a cost 
figure Uout of the air" for this planking a.t $20,000 to $30,000. SP 
says this still requires use of city streets for access as well as 
mandated flaggiug procedures for its trains whenever the track would be 

obstructed by maintenance equipment. These procedures and their 
conoomitant expenses could be avoided with the additional mainte1l8%lCe 
width. 

DOT presented as a witness its Mr. Hiyama, bridge agreements 
engineer, who.reviews the allocations of the state's gr~de separation 
fund. His testioony was singular and may be summarized as follows: 

DOT has no written standards of its own for determining what 
is eligible for grade separation funds. Its crit~ria are that set 
forth in Section 245017 of the Streets and Highways Code (S&H Code) of 
California. Although this statute does not distinguish between 
overpasses and underpasses, DOT does and clearly favors overpasses. 
The witness did not know why except that it had been policy for many 
years. Where overpasses are built, DOT policy is to provide for full 

1/ Section 2450, where ~ertinent, reads as follows: '~or purposes of 
this chapter: (a) Grade separation' means the str.lcture which 
actually separates the vehicular roadway from the railroad tracks. 
(b) 'Project' means the grade separation and all approaches, 
ramps) connections:l drainage, and other construction required to 
make tbe grade separation operable and to effect the separation of 
grades •••• On any project where there is only one railroad track in 
eXistence, the project shall be built so as to provide for 
expansion to two tracks when the Director of Transportation 
determines that the project is on an existing or potential major 
railroad passenger corridor. Such project may consist of: 
••• (2) The construction of new grade sep,arations to eliminate 
existing or proposed grade crossings •••• ' 
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use of the railroad's property including maintenance roadways. For 
underpasses, alternate access means must be considered. The practical 
effect of this distinc~7on is that maintenance roadways are always 
provided in overpasses- but rarely, if ever, in underpasses. This 

witness admitted that the same access problems exist for both aver
and underpasses; that the right-of-way conditions are identical, 
except for the width; that some restriction on the railroad's 
movements occurs under either type of construction, and that the only 
basis for distinction is that the cost of providing the extra width is 
less on an overpass than on an underpass. 

Mr. Hiya~ also testified that DOT's policy was to pay for 
all costs necessary to eliminate the hazard of train-vehicle accidents 
and make the project operable, and that the design of the grade 
separation should take the railroad's access into consideration. He 
admitted that the railroad :r.s inconvenienced on underpass'es. He was 
unable to say how the provision for an extra track or maintenance 
road helps make an overhead grade separation operable but does nor 
help make an underpass operable under Section 2450. Had City 
desi~ed an overpass in the instant case, the access problem 
would b~ immaterial since DOT would allow the extra roadway width 
which ha~created the issue here. DOT gives no consideration to 

.additional railroad expenses or problems created by any alternate 
access route.s .. 

Upon further questioning, Mr. Hiyama testified that the 
environmental factor could be significant in the determination of 

2:..1 This applies to both m.a.i.nten.ance roadways and extra track width 
when re.q,ue.&ted by the xa1.lroad. 
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whether to build an overpass or underpass. In rural and undeveloped 
urban areas (including Contra Costa County) DOT recommends overpasses 
since the extra land required for overpasses is generally less 
expensive than in intensively developed areas such as Los Angeles 
County. Overpasses, though not creating more noise, allow greater 
transmission of the noise of both trains and motor vehicles while 
underpasses have a 7unneling effect which creates less noise impact 
on adj acent areas.! An overpass is more visible though not 

necessarily aesthetically less desirable in residential areas. 

Mr. Riyama did not know whether the environmental impact of an overpass 
is greater in an urban .area than in a rural area though he did cite 
one example (South Davis grade separation) where DOT, because of sight 
and noise problems which caused objections to an overpass, relocated 
the separation. 

All the parties conceded the necessity for the grade 
separation at the proposed site. DOT, objecting only to the scope of 

the project, introduced EXhibit F as its alternative grade separation 

proposal, and objected to the introduction of City's proposed 
separation, Exhibit A. Exhibit F was originally tendered by DOT as 

an amendment to City's proposal but City rejected it, and stands on 
its original proposal. EXhibit F does not ixl.clude a maintetl.allCe 
roadway. 

City filed its Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR) with 
the Co1mnission on April 15, 1975. This EIR was approved by the 

'},./ One large residential area exists directly south of the site here; 
another one exists just northeast; a mobile home park exists just 
west. 
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Norwalk Planning Commission. The EIR concluded that the project may 
have a significant enviromental effect although the primarily 

short-term negative impacts may be substantially offset by the 
long-term benefits. 

Hearings were held ou OCtober 29 aud 30, 1975 before 
Examiner Phillip E. Blecher. Xhe matter was submitted on the latter 

date subject to the filing of briefs by March 12, 1976. 
Positions 

'.the various positions taken by the parties may be snnmarized 
as follows: 

City 
Applicant is essentially interested in goiDg forward with 

this grade separation project, with or without a maintenance roadway, 
to eliminate an undesirable and hazardous grade crossing. SP now has 
direct access to its r~t-of-way, and the reasonable needs of SP 
include a maintenance road. Since SP will suffer perpetual added 
costs if the exist1:Dg direct access to its right-of-way is removed, 
the Commission would be justified in tocludtng the requested roadway 
in the project. 

D.84088 dated February 11, 1975 and D.844l4 dated May 13, 
1975 (in applications of the county of Los Angeles for erade 
separations at Hacienda Boulevard and Hollywood Way, rezpectively)~ 
wr.ile holding that a proposal for an extra track width was within the 
scope of the "project It, as that term is used in Section 2450 of the 
S&H Code, did not clearly decide the question here: Does the 
"project" include a ma.intenance roadway? Turning to Section 2450, it 
is more reasonable to conclude that the word "project ft would include 
such a roadway since its purpose is to allow the maintenance of the 
tracks in operating condition. The roadway then would logically be 
included within the term "other construction required to make the 
grade separation operable" in Section 2450 (b) • 
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. 4/ Section 1202.5(b) of the Public Utilit~es Code (PU Code)-
would therefore require an apportionment of 10 percent of the project 
cost to the railroad and the balance to the City. Under S~ction 2454.2/ 

~/ Section 1202.S(b), (c), and (e) read as follows: 
n(b) Where a grade separation project initiated by a public 
agency will directly result in the el~ination of one or more 
existing grade crossings, located at or within a reasonable 
distance from the point of crossing of the grade sep~ation, the 
commission shall apportion against the railroad 10 percent of the 
cost of the project. The remainder of such costs shall be 
apportioned against the public agency or agencies affected by such 
grade separation. 
"(C) Where a grade separation project initiated by a rail'!'oad will 
directly result in the elimination of an existing grade crossing, 
located at or within a reasonable distance from the point of 
crossing of the grade separation, the commission shall apportion 
10 percent of the cost, attributable to the prcsenc~ of the 
highway facilities, against the public agency O~ agencies affected 
by the project, and the remainder thereof to the railroad or 
railroads applying for authorization to construct such grade 
separation. 

* * * 
"(e) In the event the commission finds that a particular project 
does not clearly fall within the provisions of anyone of the above 
categories, the commission shall make a specific finding of fact 
on the relation of the project to each of the categories, and in 
apportioning the cost, it shall assess against the railroad a 
reasonable percentage, if any, of the cost not exceeding the 
percentage specified in subsection (b), dependent on the findings 
of the commission with respect to the relation of the project to 
each category_ The remainder of such eost shall be apportioned 
against the public agency or agencies affected by the project." 

1/ Section 2454, ·as far as pertinent regarding allocations from tbe 
state grade separation fund, reads as follows: 
"Basis for alloeations: Computation. 
Allocations made pursuant to Section 2403 [2453] shall be made on 
the basis of the following: 
(a) An allocation of 80 ~rcent of the estimated cost of the 
project shall be made; .•• tt 
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of the S&R Code, allocation by DOT should be made as' 'follows: 
SO percent from the state 
and 10 percent by City_ 

g 

grade separation fund; 10 percent by SP; 

SP asserts that Section l202(c) of the PU Code!' grants the 
Commission full and complete authority over grade crossings and grade 
separations which cannot be abridged by subsequent action of other 
state agencies. Thus, DOT cannot issue rules for the design of these 
structures since such resolutions would interfere with the exclusive 
right of this Commission to determine the practicability and terms 
upon which such a structure will be authorized. City initiated this 
project and consulted with the railroad. Not until after filing of 
i~applicaeion did the City become aware of DOT's position on 
allocation of funds for the maintenance roadway. It is City's needs 
which gave rise to this project. Without this project, SP will 
continue to use its right-of-way as before. 

DOT's position here is baSically unfair to SP claims. Since 
there is no rational distinction between the function, service, and 
use of overpasses and underpasses, there is no rational basis for 
DOT's distinction between them in allocating funds for maintenance 
roadways. !here is no question that there would be loss of direct 

!! Section l202(c) reads as follows: 
"The commission has the exclusive power: 

* * * 
n(c) To require, where in its judgment it would be practicable, 
a separation of grades at any such crOSSing heretofore or 
hereafter estab11shed and to prescribe the terms upon which 
such separation shall be made and the proportions in which the 
expense of the construction, alteration, relocation, or aboli
tion of such crossings or the separation of such grades shall 
be divided between the railroad or street railroad corporations 
affected or between such corporations and the State, county, city, 
or other political subdivision affected." 
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street access to, and operating width of, the right-of-way if DOT's 
position is accepted, and thus there is a possible basis for 
condemnation or inverse condemnation. Therefore, the project 
initiated by the City should be approved. Under either Section 
l202.5(b) or (c) of the PU Code, this would cost SP 10 percent, which 
is the amount deemed adequate by the Legislacure for the railroad's 
contribution. SP believes Section 1202.5(b) governs here, but in 

any event, its cost is limited to 10 percent which it is willing to 
pay. The balance of 90 percent should be apportioned to City. 

DOT -
DO! argues that the Hollywood Way and Hacienda Boulevard 

deCiSions, though establishing the applicable law for grade separation 
projects, pertained only to tracks, not additional roadway for 
maintenance purposes. The central issue, therefore, is to ascertain 
the Legislature!s intent in Sections 2450(a) and (b) of the S& H Code 

regarding the inclusion of a maintenance roadway as part of a grade 
separation project. This ar~wer depends on the meaning of the word 
fftracks" in Section 2450 (a) • Since this word does not mean 

right-of-way or roadway the project is ltmited to a bridge necessary 
to sepa=ate the tracks from the highway. This still leaves the 

concerned agencies in conflicting positions since this Commission may 
still provide for a maintenaDCe road as part of the structure as a 
matter of practicability or fafrness while the California Higbway 
Commission (CRe) must (emphasis added) refuse to contribute toward -its cost because ehe Legislature did not intend the grade separation 

. 7/ 
fund to participate in such costs.-

11 However, DOT's witness testified that DOT routinely allocates such 
funds fo~ maintenance roads in overpass projects (emphasis added). 
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Thus, since the definition in Section 2450(a) excludes the 

maintenatlCe road .as part of the projece~ this Commission has no 
jurisdiction to apportion its cost, and it bas erred in admitting into 
evidence the City's prol'Osal in Exhibit A. Exhibit F, DOT's alternate 

proposal, is the only one for which costs can be apportioned. 
DOT also contends the fact that: it: previously has provided 

for an additional track or a maintenance roadway in an overpass is 
mea.ningless once it is determined that the legislative intent is to 
exclude maintenance roads from the grade separation fund. DOT 
concedes that its interpretation is neither final nor binding 
on this COmmission. In any event, the rational basis for 
distinction between treatment of overpass and underpass is that 

the cost of providing the additional width is substantially greater 
for an under?Q.Ss than for an overpass Further, the additional width 

is necessary to make an overpass grade separation ope:able because 
when it ~ay be upgraded at a later date (emphasis a6ded) the overpass 
must be completely closed, while the underpass is ~ot significantly 
affected when the railroad structure is widened at a later date. It 
1s then reasonable to provide for additional space for an overpass 
project ~h~~ ~he railroad demonstrates that it will need the space in 
the immediate futu%'e. (This reasoning does not take into co:w1dera
tlon the fact that in an overpass as well as an ut1derpscs~ the 
railroad traff1e will not be significantly affected dm-ing widening ~f 
the vehicular r~dway.) 
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Section 1202(c) of the PU Code indicates that the test of 
"practicability" applies only to the que:rtion of whether a grade 
separation should be constructed.~/ 

DOt also raises an iIcportant policy question: Weighing the 
need of SP for the maintenance road aga:'n3t th2 state's interest in 

the expenditure of the t~paycr's money_ It concludes that the 
state's 80 percent share of the max~ esttm&ted additional cost 
($184,000) of the extra width could be better spent on projects which 
actually el~tnate vehicle-train hazards. If a one-track project were 
approved and the railroad spent an estim3ted $20,000 to $30,000 for 
planking, but lost the existing direct continuous access to a pert ion of 
its property (actually lost 82 feet of property for a distance of 

about 160 feet) all of which creates inconvenience and additional cost 
for the railroad, this project would still not substantially interfere 
with the existing railrO."l.d facilities or the use of its property .. 
DOT recognizes that City would have to create "an access road 
to the railroad's property along the north side of Impe:ial 
Highway to allow access along the alternate street route 
proposed by DOT. to accomplish this, some privately owned 
land for this route would have to be condemned. (No cost 
estimates were made in this respect.) Thus, since the project 

will not dest:oy any access to rail~oad property that had been enjoyed 
pt'ior to the construction of this project and since the extra ,~idth 
cannot ~ considered a Cost to cure a legal damage suffered by the 
ra1l:oad (p~~~umably as compe~atiou for partial condemnation) for 
which the rail:oad would be entitled to only nominal co~pensation, if 

~.l This eontent i.on ~es addit i.ou.al la.:o.gw;::ge of Sect ion 1202 (e) as 
follows: ''t .•• anQ. to ?'te~cr1be the terms upon-~b. such separa
tion shall be t!".ade c:.nd the Pl:O~t:tO'tl:S in wb.1..:h the expense. of 
construction ••• shall be d::,;yidt:c. ..... It 
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any, for the reduction of a part of its right-of-way, it would be 
illegal) unnecessary, and unf.'lir for the COt!Cl.ssion to authorize the 
maintenance road and apportion costs for its construction. 

The Staff 

The staff fully ::;up~I~=:a both the construction of grade 
sep...".rations to eliminate .It-t.r.·''d~ cros$in.;~ <'(1.:1 the City's instant 
application, and desires the Comcission to resolve the cost 
apportionment question. 
Discussion 

It is appArent frcm the various positions and prior aceions 
of this Commission that the st~te~nts ~nd pozitions of DO! ~re 
neither persuasive nor reasor~ble under the instant facts and 
circumstances. One major contention of DOT is that the plan 
(Exhibit A) submitted by City for this project (~hich includes the 
mainte-ru:nce road) W:lS ~cltli.ttcd in error. This cor~tc:!:ion is without 
merit. For the re~sons stated below we hold that City's plan 
conforms to law. 

Because the only justification for DOT's position here 
is the cost factor 1 its position then becomes both unfair and 
unjustifiable. The treatment by DOT of allowing additional 
tracks and widths on overpaszesand not for under~sses is without 
any logical found~tion since functionally th~re is no difference 
in terms of the railroad's operation. As there is no question 
that the railroad's needs have to be considered with the needs 
o£~e public and the agency initiating the project, there is 
0.0 rational besis for trcati::g the ra~1:-03d differently in one 
type of :;>roj cct wh~n i ts nce~s are idcn~ical u.nd~r both circcnstances. 
This is particularly tr\:,e wnere the stat'.ttes make no t!istinction 
whatsoev~r between ove~passcs and underpasses since they only 
refer to gracl~ scp.--=-=ation pr.c~j~cts. ::'urt:her) we find specifically 
that under Section 1202(c) this Co~ssion has the exclusive 
jurisdiction to determine the terms upon which any grade 
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separation project shall go forth. This provision is conclusive as to 
the determination of what the project shall include. Because the 

"project" is determined by referring eo the definitions conta.1ned in 
Section 2450(a) and (b) (see D.84414 and D.84088, supra), it would 
include a portion of roadway necessary far either an additional track 
or the maintenance needs of the railroad sinee the railroadts needs 
must be determined in the analysis of whether the grade separation 
is operable or not. n,e fact that an overpass separation requires 
additional width because it may be updated at a later date is 
immaterial for two reasons: (1) there is no distinction in the law 

between overpasses and underpasses; (2) the statute does not refer to 
making grade separations operable at a later date but operable at the 
time that they are constructed, which is tbe only reasonable and 

legal interpretation of Section 2450(b). To follow DOT's position in 
this matter would require the railroad to expend additional monies, 
lose existing direct access to its property, lose existing property 
rights (as well as a small portion of property), and create perpetual 
inconvenience and additional cost for the railroad, all of which was 
admitted by DOT. Still, DOT reasons that this inconvenienee 
would not substantially ~terfere with the eXisting railroad 
faCilities or the use of its existing property and that, in a 
eondenmation proceeding, the railroad would be entitled to only 
nominal compell8ation. This is not only illogical but is not in 
accordance with the existing law in our state which holds that a 
partial 10s8 of access is compensable where property is taken for a 
~ight-of-way (People ex rel DPW v Ramos (1969) 1 C 3d 261); that a 
deprivation of access is compensable, and 1£ it is compensable, then 
the amount of damages to be awarded is that which can be proved 
by the injured party. (People v S~ons (1960) 54 C 2d 8S5.) 
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We believe that the injury to SP under DOT's proposal may 
amount to a substantial or undue interference with the use of its 
property and its facilities and may entitle SP to more than nominal 
damages. (City of LoS Beach v Pacific Electric Ry. Co. (1955) 44 C 
2d 599; City of Oakland v Schenck (1925) 197 C 456.) In any event, if 
there is undue interference with the railroad's use of its property~ 
the extent of such interference and the value of that which was lost 
are questions of fact to be determioed in fixing the compensation for 
the railroad right-of-way. (See City of Oakland v Schenck, supra.) 
Further" DOT does not take into consideration the amount of money City 
needs for condemnation purposes for the completion of the alternate 
access route it proposes. Since we are approving City's proposal~ the 
matter of condemnation damages need not be considered. 

And another major consideration must be discussed here. 
This is the relationship of this Commission with DOT and the CHe in 
the administration and determination of those projects which are 
entitled to grade separation funds, the apportiomnent of those funds, 
and the subsequent allocation of those funds. For this Commission to 
enter an order for which the Legislature granted it exclusive 
jurisdiction, under Sections 1202 and 1202.5 of the PO Code, 
and then to have cae determine whether it will allocate the funds 
as ordered by this Commission seems to be an exercise in futility. 
It attributes to the Legislature the creation of an unworkable 
plan for the accompltshment of the public policy of this state. 
Senate Bill 456, which amended) among other things, Section 1202.5 
of the PU Code reads in part as follows: 
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nSection 1. The Legislature bereby finds and 
dec lares that: 

(a) Concern for public safety and convenience 
makes it desirable that an expanded 
program be undertaken that places the 
highest priority on eliminating the most 
hazardous railroad-highway grade crossings 
that continue to take the lives of the 
people of this state. 

ff(b) Previous programs designed to accomplish 
the removal of hazardous grade cro8sfngs 
in this state have proven to be inadequate 
for the following reasons: 
·(1) A disproportionate amount of the 

total funds made available for such 
projects has been used by the larger 
local govermnental agenc: ies, while 
smaller local agencies have not been 
able to accumulate the local matching 
fu'C.d.s required to take advantage of 
the program. 

* * * 
"(3) P'reexisti law re uired the osition 

o C'Jm rsome a lon strat ve proce u:es 
which discouraged many of the state's 
~maller local agencies from tak~ 
~dvantage of the program. (Emp is added.) 

"(e) The prior methods used to develop the 
co~truetion priority list for these 
proJects too often fail to identify the 
most hazardous crossing locations because 
inordinate emphasis is given to those 
projects which can be readily funded by 
the local age-acy." 

It appears elear that the Legislature in voicing the public 
policy of this state is attempting to simplify the procedure and 
expedite eonstruetion of grade separation projects to el~inate 
dangerous crossings. We agree with these goals and sympathize with 
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the public policy voiced therein. Further, we have complied with the 

duties imposed upon this Commission by the Legislature in this area. 
DOT has conceded that this Commission has the exclusive jurisdiction 
to determine the scope of grade separation projects and terms under 
'~ich they shall be authorized, and to apportion the cost in 
accordance with those sections of the PU Code heretofore cited. 
Section 2453 of the S&H Code is entitled "Allocations for projects" .. 
lhe pertinent portion of this section reads as follows: 

'~rom the funds set aside pursuant to Section 190, 
••• the California H:Lghway Commission shall make 
allocations for projects contained in the latest 9/ 
priority list estab:Lished pursuant to Section 2452.
Such allocation shall be made for preconstruct ion 
costs and constructjLon costs; .... It 
Reading these pertitlent portions of the PO Code and s&H Code 

t.ogether, it appears indisput.l~ble that the Legislature evolved a 
simple and practicable plan to, accomplish its enunciated goals and 
public policy so that this Commission, and the CRC which is in charge 
of the grade separation funds, should together work toward these ends. 
This Commission is to establish the criteria for a priority list of 
most urgently needed projects, establish a priority list of t~~ most 
urgently needed projects, exclusively authorize grade separations 
where practicable, prescribe the terms upon which they sMll be made, 
and pre8~ribe the proportions in which the expenses of such separation 
shall be divided between the affected :railroad and political body. The 
expenses shall be apportioned in accordance with the standards 

2./ Section 2452 requires this Commission to establish a priority 
list for projects which it determines to be most urgently in need 
of separation or alteration. It also gives this Commission the 
duty to establish the criteria for this determination. 
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established in Seetion 1202.5 of the PU Code. eRC shall then make 
alloeations for projects contained in the latest priority list in 
accordanee with the bases set forth in Section 2454 of the SOH Code 
(fn 5, supra), which pertains only to pereentage costs. Nowhere does 
it appear that the Legislature intended CHC to sit in judgment as an 
appellate forum upon this Commission's determination of those matters 
which it has the exelusive power to determine. The california Supreme 
Court is the only instrumentality of government which has the right 
to review the deeisions of this Commission. 10I CRC does not have 
that authority nor does Seetion 2453 give it that authority. A reading 
of the statutory language indicates that CHC shall make allocations 
for projects in the latest priority list for both preconstruction and 
construetion eosts. This is a ministerial act furthering the 
Legislature's public policy statement since the CHC, or any of its 
related agencies, does not have any authority to review the orders of 
this Commission. 
Findings 

1. Public interest and necessity require a grade separation 
project at crossing No. BK-498.0 in the city of Norwalk, county of 
Los Angeles (Imperial Highway under Southern Pacific Transportation 
Company traek), as proposed in the instant application of City. 

2. The grade separation project initiated by City, identified 
as Exhibit A, proposes a structure sufficient to accommodate one track 
and a maintenance roadway width of approximately 10 feet. 

3. Upon completion of the proposed grade separation project, 
the existing grade erossing will be physically eliminated. 

4. DOT proposed an alternate grade separation project providing 
for one track only. 

5. DOT's alternate proposal was rejected by City. 

-----------_._--
!Q/ Section 1756 of the PU Code. 
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6. DOT's alternate proposal eliminated SP's direct access to 
its right-of-way since it requires off-track maintenance equipment 
to use City streets (and an easement to be acquired by City), to 
proceed across Imperial Highway from one side of its right-of-way to 
the other. This would result in SP's loss of use of its property, 
loss of a small portion of right-of-way, inconvenience, additional 
cost, and loss of time. 

7. Alternatively, DOT proposed a planking of SP's track across 
Imperial Highway which would still eliminate direct access and still 
not cure the other defects mentioned in Finding 6, and would 
require SP to spend an estimated $20,000 to $30,000 for the planking. 

S. Either of DOT's proposals may substantially impair or 
interfere with SP's property, its use and its access, and may result 
in more than nominal damages for inverse conde~~ation. 

9. It is fair, reasonable, and practicable to allow SP a 
maintenance roadway width of approximately 10 feet where it has a 
100-foot right-or-way width for a length or about 160 feet and where 
otherwise its access would be substantially impaired and a permanent 
bottleneck and increase in expenses and time loss would occur. 

10. Since there is no statutory distinction between overpasses 
and underpasses, there is no basis for using cost as a distinction 
in allocating funds from the state grade separation fund for such 
projects. 

-lS-
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11. The cost of this project is apportioned as follows: 90 
percent of the cost of the project to be borne by the city of Norwalk 
and 10 percent of the project borne by the Southern Pacific 
Transportation Company. This apportionment applies under either 
Sections 1202.S(b) or 1202.5(e) of the PO Code. 

12. The apportionment of costs set forth above is fair, just, 

and reasonable. 
13. The railroad will benefit from the construction of this 

project and should be responsible for full maintenance of the 
structure above the bridge seats. 

1.4. Underpass grade separations are more environmentally 
desirable than overpass grade separations. 

15. City is the lead agency for this project pursuant to the 
California Environmental Quality Act of 1970 as amended, and on 
April 2, 1975 approved its Fiual Em. which has been filed with this 

Commission. We have considered the Final EIR in rendering a decision 
on this project and find that: 

a. The environmental impact of the proposed 
action is primarily temporary and thus 
ins ign1£ icant. 

b. The planned construction is the most 
feasible that will minimize or avoid 
any possible e'tXViromnental impact. 

Conclusions 
1. This Commission has the exclusive power to require grade 

separations and to prescribe the terms upon which such separations 
shall be made and the proportions tn which tbe construction expense 
shall be divided between the affected parties (Section 1202(c) of 

the PU Code). 
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2. In prescribing the proportions in which the construction 
expense shall be divided in proceedings under Section 12027 this 
Commission shall be governed by the standards set out in 
Section 1202.5(a) through (e) of the PO Code. 

3. This Commission shall annually establish a priority list of 
the projects most urgently in need of separation on the basis of 
criteria it establishes (Section 2452 of the S&H Code). 

4. Section 2450 of the S&H Code defines "grade separation" and 
"p~oject") among other things, and does not distinguish between 
overpass and underpass separations. 

5. Section 190 of the S&H Code creates the grade separation 

project fund. 
6. CRC shall make allocatior..s for preconstruction and 

construction costs from the grade separation fund for project~ 10 the 

latest priority list (Section 2453 of S&H Code). 
7. Allocations made pursuant to Section 2453 are made on the 

bases set forth in Section 2454 of the S&H Code. In the instant case, 
Section 2454(a) provides that an allocation of SO· percent of the 
est~ted cost of the project shall be made. 

8. The right to review decisions of this Commission is limited 
to the California Supreme Court (Section 1756 of ~he PO Code). 

9. Neither CRC nor DOT has the right to review this 
Commission's order made pursuant to Sections 1202 and 1202.5 of :he 
PO Code and Section 2450 and 2452 of the S&H Code. 

10. CHe's authority to allocate grade separation funds is 

essentially ministerial pursuant to Section 2453 et. seq. of the 
S&H Code, and such allocations must be made pursuant to the 
apportionment ordered by this Commission. 

11. The application of City should be granted in accordance with 

the ensuing order. 
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IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. the city of Norwalk is authorized to construct a grade 

separation project at the intersection of Imperial Higbway and the 
Southern Pacific Transportation Company railroad to be identified as 

Grossing No. BK-49SaO-B, in the city of Norwalk, county of Los 
~~geles, substantially as propo~ed in Exhibit A of the application. 

2. '!'he cost of the authorized project shall be apportioned as 
follows: 90 percent of the cost to be borne by the city of Norwalk 
and lO'percent of the cost to be borne by the Southern Pacific 
Transportation Company. 

3. During the period of construCtion, the existing at grade 
crossing, and any temporary deto~r crossings, shall continue to be 

protected by Standard No. S (General Order. No. 7S-C) flashing light 
signals coordin~ted with ~djacent vehicular traffic signals. 

4. The completed project shall meet the minimum. clearances as 
provided for in General Order No. 26-D. Walkways shall conform to 
General Order No. 118. 

5. the cost of all maintenance and operation of the grade 
separation structure above the bridge seats shall be borne by the 
Southern Pacific Transportation Company. 

6. Upon completion of the project, the existing at gra~e 
crossing (No. BK-498.0) and any temporary detour crossings shall be 

effectively closed. 
7. Within thirty days after completion of the project the 

applicant shall notify this Commission in writing of that fact and of 
compliance with the conditions herein • 
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8. The authorization herein granted shall expire within tbree 

years after the date hereof if not exereised within that ttme unless 
this Commission alters, modifies, or extends the time for exercise of 

this authorization. 
The effective date of this order shall be twenty days after 

the date hereof .. 
Dated at _~S.,;,:,:M="...;;Fra.:l.;....;;..;;;;;~Cl!iC;;.;.·_o ___ , California, this _ ... 1 /_.,_~ __ 

day of ___ ...;.M;.;.;.A;.;.Y ____ , 1976. 

oners 
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